
SARTRE, EXISTENTIAL

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND mE

NATURE OF NEUROSIS

Consideringthe entire scope of Sartre's work from Being and NOlhingness
to Saint Genet it seems quite elear that a pbenomenon dealt with time and again
is that of what amounts to the neurotie personality. For wbether one is
concemed with wbat is by nowtbe famoos waiter case from the section of Being
anti NOlhingness dealing witb bad faith, or tbe type of behavior exhibited by
Mathieu-the anti-bero of Sartre's novel trilogy-or Genet, it is elear that all
these characters for Sartre share a number of distinct behavioral traits in
commOD whereby their respective realities can be distorted or avoided.
Specifically, all are rigidly identified withtheir partieular roles and eaeh aels as
if, to adapt Sartre's terminology from the first case, he has realized or attained
the "being-in-itself" of the cafe waiter1,the volitionless petit bourgeois
intellectuaI, or the weiter as thief and paederast. That is, each individual fixates
on a roIe so much so that it is thereby possible to avoid having to directly cope
with the broader scope of a reality or contingeney whieh, he himseIf inchoately
fears, would otherwise overwhelm bim.2

IJcan-Paul Sartre, L'e,re e, le nean': essai d 'on'ologle ph~nomlnolog;que (paris: Editions
GaUimard, 1968), p. 100. Hcnccfol1b BN. A110 Beln, tutd Nolhln,Mss: An Essay in
PhenomenologlcalOnlology, translated by Hucl E. Bames (Ncw York: Philosophieal Library,
1956), p. 60. Hcneefol1b RN. I havc kcpt 10 thc Enalilh translations exeept whcre I feit that ehanges
were neeessary. In what follows RN is eited bcfore EN for eonvenienee.

2. have discussed this issue in an artiele entitlcd "Gestalt Mcehanisms and Believina Belief.:
Sartre'. Analysis of the Phenomenon of Bad Faith," 1he Journal of Ihe Brilish Society for
Phenomenology, Vol. 18, No. 3, Octobcr, 1981.
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Intuitively,. it would certainly seem reasonable to call the conduct of such
individuals neurotic and concomitantly-given that they typify so much of his
characterization of human behavior-note that this type of action therefore plays
a central role in Sartre's thought overall. Yet, ironically, in none of bis works
are we ever given anything like an explicit definition of what exactly is meant
by neurosis. The notion of bad faith is of course analyzed in detail and will in
fact be seen to form part of the basis on which a fuller analysis of evasive and
self-destructive action can be given. But in and of itself this phenomenon simply
cannot account for the more complicated scenarios that are especially developed
after Being anti Nothingness. More specifically, this idea simply cannot account
for the cyclic variability of mood with accompanying intense and almost manic
depressive behavioral changes that Sartre sees as having been characteristic of
both Genet and Baudelaire.

Wbat all of the above therefore implies is that it will be necessary to
extrapolate beyond what is given to arrive at adefinition or precise explanation
of neurosis. In addition, given Sartre's protracted criticism of Freud in Being
anti Nothingness and that his approach to depth psychological matters is going
to be existential, it follows that any explanation of the idea in question is going
to have to deviate strongly from its orthodox psychoanalytic counterpart,
minimally given the latter's deterministic implications for human action.

Wbere therefore are we to turn to start our investigation? A most suitable
text for this purpose is Baudelaire, for this is one of Sartre's first works
explicitly devoted to a depth psychological analysis. Moreover, the precise fact
of its heing an early work in this genre is advantageous since the theory and
principles at stake are stated plainly without the added complications of a later
work such as that of Saint Genet, where previously nascent moral and political
themes are greatly elaborated on. In particular, there are a number of features
of Baudelaire's behavior which will be of especial significance for our purposes,
vize the type of extreme displacement of mood noted earlier and a commensurate
emphasis on action per se, as opposed to the more mentalistic or cerebral milieu
in which orthodox analysis finds its place. For the sake of convenience what
follows will be divided into two sections.
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SECTION ONE

A good guiding principle for our investigation is the cl1lcially important
statement in Being anti Nothingness that, -. . . the original bond with the Other
first arises in connection with the relation between my body and the Other's
body.... -3 Not only is this dramatic claim worth following up in and of its
own right but, to iterate, it also shows os that any viable Sartrean psychoanalytic
procedure is going to have to be able to directly emphasize the role of the body
in human conduct, counter to the emphasis on Ja vie mentale or the type of
intellectualism characteristic of orthodox Freudian theory.

This stress on the role of the body in understanding human behavior can
be-immediately elaborated on when Sartre explains how it is that, -[m]y body
[can 00] designated as alienated. -4 There is, he in effect teils os, a profound
difference depending on whether I apprehend myself as an active, lived body,
Le., Leib, on the one hand, or mere anatomical entity or Korper, on the other.S
As regards the latter, this is what is experienced when I am object for the Other
as subject, but in such a case I, as embodied consciousness, am alienated not
only insofar as I am an object for this Other, but also insofar as I can never in
principle gain the same perspective he has of me; the one precisely by virtue of
which I am an object for hirn. I can of course intellectually attempt to grasp it:

BUl it is on principle out of reaeh, Iod all the leta whieh I perfonn in order 10

Ippropriate it to myself eacape mc in turn Iod Ire fixed It I dillanee from me II my
body-for-the-Other.... 1bil il why the effort ofthe aby man after he hai rccognizcd
the uselesaness of these IUempta will be 10 IUpprell hit body-for-the-Other. When he
longs 'not to hlve a body Inymore,' to be 'invisible,' ete., it ia not his
body-for-himselfwhieh he wanta to Innihillte, but thi. inapprehenlible dimension of
the body-alienated.6

3Slrtrc, BN, p 361. (EN, p. 428.)

4/bid., p. 353. (/bid., p. 420.)

5. hlve discuased these ideaa in artielea entitJed ·Sartre on Perceplion aod the World,· 7he
Joumal 0/ Ihe Brilish Soc;ety /or Phenomenology, Vol. 14, No. 2, MIY, 1983; and ·Sartrc,
Hodologiell Spaee Ind Ihe Exiatenee of Othera,• Research In Phenomenology, Vol. XIV, 1984.

6Ibid ., p. 353. (Ibid., p. 421.)
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This same emphasis on wanting to be rid of my body as object for the
Other is also discussed by Laing in The Divided Self, a work written from a
distinctly Sartrean point of view. The similarity here between Sartre and Laing
is interesting, but even more significant for our purposes is the fact that it leads
directly to a crocially important definition of neurosis that the latter gives; one
which is developed within a specifically existential context and that will be seen
to fit perfectly within the former's conceptual frame of reference.

Thus, in a chapter where Laing deals with a characterization of
self-eonsciousness, we are given the following description written by athen
twelve-year-old girl who attempted to deal with her anxiety in the following
terms:

I ... h.d to walk to my f.ther'llhop throulh .I....e p.rk which W.I .Ion" dreary
w.lk. I IUppOse, 100, th.t I wal nther ac.red. I didn't like it, elpeci.lly when it W.I
,ettin, dark. I atancd to pilY • ,.me to help to pli' the time. You know how II I
child you count the Itone. or sland on the crouc. on the p.vemcnt-well, I hit on this
wlY ofp••sin, the time. I1 struck me IItIU UI sUlred Ion, enou,1a lUllte environment
thaI 1 would blend willt 1I and dlsappear jusl as if lIte place was empty and 1 had
disappeared. II i8 as Üyou ,eI yourseiflOleel you don 'I mow who your are or where
you are. To blend into the scenery 10 to apeak. Then, you .re ac.red of it because it
beginl to come on without encoun,ement. I would jUlt be w.lkin, .Ionl.nd feit thlt
I hld blended with the Iindsclpe. Then I would ,et fri,htened .nd repeat my name
over Ind over .,.in to brina me b.ck to life, 10 to speak.? .

Although in principle the same, this instance is far more extreme than tbe
one discussed by Sartre insofar as tbe yooog girl actually attempted to become
invisible or even rid berself of her body, unlike tbe case of the shy man who .
merely wished for such. But, it may be asked, who is it that she is trying 'to be
invisible from? Noting that the girl is in this case object for an undifferentiated
but experientially indisputable presence as subject, the answer here paralleis one
given by Sartre earlier in Being and Nothingness. Thus we can recall a variation
of the famous case in which I am frozen by the Other's look on being caught out
peering through a key bole-so that here too I become object for the Other as
subject. Specifically, in the instance to be considered, I suddenly feel myself
being observed in a compromising position. A wave of shame sweeps over me
and immediately I wbeel round, only to find that I was mistaken and that no one

'R. D. Laing, The Divided Selj(Hannondswor1h: Penguin Books, 1974), p. 110.
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is in fact present and looking at me. Far from heing assuaged, bowever, Sartre
noles tbatthe Other's presence can still he very real to me so tbat if I continue
peeking:

... I abaU feeI my heart beat faat, aod I abaU be alert for the Ilightest noiae, the
slightelt creaking of the ltepl. Far from having diaappeared with my fint alarm the
Other i8 present everywhere, below me, above me, in the neighborina rooma, and I
continue to profoundly feel my being-for-the-other. . . nor do the diltancel cease to
unfold towardl me from the ltairway where IOmeone 'could' be, from thi. dark
corner where a human presence 'could hide itaelf.'

How tberefore are we to account for tbis aorist but very mucb distinct
presen.ce? That is, who is it that I sense as being everywbere and why is it that
I experience tbis pervasive presence so strongly in spite of clear intellectual
awareness of a literal absence?

The answer depends on wbat Sartre has to say about the development of
self awareness and how the child comes to this state as the result of a first
explicit experiential schism hetween wbat now emerges as self over against or
unlike tbe parent or Other.9 I have discussed this pbenomenon elsewberelO

but for present purposes it suffices to note that a still inchoate but growing sense
of alienation from the parent as a form of Absolute tinally erupts with the
emergence of a first focussed sense of self. Tbe child's experience, Sartre teils
us, is however one wbicb occurs in wbat can best be thougbt of as a privative
mode, in the sense tbat there is no emergence of a totally independent entity de
novo. Rather the experience is one of not heing the parent; or put more exactly,
the being of tbis new self is constituted in tenns of its not being that of the
Absolute now tumed absolute Otber.

8Sartre, Ibid., p. 277. (Ibid., pp. 336-337.)

9S0 see lean-Paul Sartre, Baudelaire (paria: Editionl aaUimard, 1985), pp. 18-27. Also
Baudelaire, translated by Martin TurneIl (New York: New Directiona Publiahing Corporalion,
1950), pp. 16-23. I have kept to the English tran81ations except where I feit changes were ab80lutely
necessary. In what follow8, references will be given fint to the French aod then the Engliah texte

10Adrian Mirvish, ·Childhood,Subjectivity and Hodological Space: A Recon8tnactionof Sartre'8
View of Existential Paychoanalysi8, • Review oJüislend"l Psychology and Psychialry, forthcoming.
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If it is howeyer the case that the very genesis of self awareness-always
somewhat traumatic according to Sartre11-occurs as a direct function of the
presence ofwhat is still very much an overwhelming Otber, then it is reasonable
to expect that tbis experience remains latent and able to be revived under
relatively traumatic circumstances. But what this in turn implies not only for
Sartre's keyhole example but for Laing's case of tbe young girl in the park as
well-Le., both cases in which the I is object for the Other as subject-is that,
long after early childhood, I am sometimes able to be confronted with
contingency as so confounding or frightening that I am moved to reexperience
the phenomenon of privative subjectivity. That is, as adult I am able to be
suddenly confronted with forms of contingency which result in a regression to
the initial state of privative subjectivity. And it is in this type of regressive state
that I once again experience my own presence as a mere function of an
overwhelming or absolute Other, whether this Other be literally present or not.

Moreover, there is no reason to think that the shy man of the additional
case from Being and Nothingness examined earlier would also not, mutat;s
mutandis, have a similar type of experience. Thus recall that Sartre wrote that:

... the effort of the shy man after he has reeognized the uselessness of (the attempt
to overcome his alienation form the Other) will be to suppress his body-for-the-Other.
When he longs 'not 10 have a body any more,' to be 'invisible,' ete., it i. not his
body-for-himselfwhieh he wants to annihilate, but thi. inapprehensible dimension of
the body-alienated.

That is, there is every reason to suppose that this individual, as in the
keyhole example and that of the young girl, will sometimes be possessed by the
wish to be invisible even in the case where an intrusive Other is not literally
present; where this phenomenon too can be explained in terms of a regressive
manifestation of initial subjectivity as private.

The above sketch of the emergence of subjectivity in childhood is
important, since-for cases in which I as adult am object for the Other as
subject-it is this early experience that enables us to understand how the
presence of the Other as either aorist or literal can indeed persist to playa
crucial constitutive role in my immediate experience qua self. And this whether

IIS0 see, for example, Sartre, Baudelaire, p. 23. (p. 20.)
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one is dealing with anormal reaction in the keybole example, a neurotic one
vis-a-vis tbe sby man or even an instance bordering on psychosis in tbe case of
the young girl.

We are as yet however still hereft of adefinition of neurosis. Or, 10 put
the matter in more significant tenns, it is still not at all clear howon a Sartrean
paradigm one is to phenomenologically capture what exactly constitutes neurotic
behavior as this is manifest long after the genesis of initial self-awareness. It is
important therefore to note tbat immediately after describing the case of the
young girl, Laing continues by noting tbat, in terms of existential
psycboanalysis, the principle at stake here, ". . . is that when the risk is loss of
heing, tbe defence is to lapse into astate of non-heing.... "12 He then goes
on hnmediately to quote what he takes 10 he Tillicb's exact equivalent
fOnDulation according to which, "[n]eurosis is the way of avoiding non-heing by
avoiding heing. "13 What is important here for present purposes is that we thus
finally have an explicit definition of neurosis for cases in whicb, as object for
tbe Other as subject, I am alienated as embodied consciousness. Or, more
exactly, insofar as I am alienated in experiencing myself as body-for-the-Other.

Retuming to the examples of the shy man and the young girl, it can now
be seen how botb these individuals are alienated injust tbe mode described. For
it is precisely in tbe Iigbt of being thus alienated as object for an
overwhelmingly present Other as subject that there exists for both "tbe risk of
a 1088 of being." And hence tbe subsequent defense reactions which go so far
as to involve tbe attempt or wish to lose one's body; i.e., to lose a sense of
autonomy and identity by in fact-given that we are embodied
creatures-"lapsing into astate of non-being."

10us as opposed to the mentalism of Freud, we are concemed here with
adefinition of neurosis which fits perfectly witbin a Sartrean framework and
whicb in some way clearly centers around the existence of an individual in

12Laing• The Divided SelJ. p. 111. The preciae role pllyed by bad flith in the phenomenon of
neurosia will be made clelr in what ia to follow.

13/bid . Thua Ilthough 1Jae Divided Selfdeila with paychoaia, we Ire nevertheless liso provided
with I definition of neurosia. Laing'a point would of course be thll there ia merely I continuum
involved here, Ind thlt the usuilly Ihlrp dichotomy made betwccn neuroaia Ind paychoaia ia not It
In I juatifilble one. For purposea of the preaent diacuasion. the vilbility of this contentious cllim
need not however be an iaaue of concem.
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relation to others qu.a embodied entity or organism. Wbat in more precise terms
is however involved in this sense of heing embodied? It is this issue that needs
to be immediately attended to in the section that follows before further
developing the notion of neurosis.

SECTION TWO

There is fortunatelya means whereby an analysis of what it means to be
embodied can be developed in both rigorous and general tenns, ifwe turn to the
notion of hodological space as tbis was developed by Gestalt psychologist Kurt
Lewin. I have shown elsewhere how this idea has profoundly influenced Sartre,
both as regards the whole issue of so-ealled "concrete relations with others" and
vis-l-vis its significance for aspects of existential psychoanalysis. 14 For present
purposes, though, it suffices to note that on this view there is a dynamic relation
that obtains between an agent and its environment. Specifically, the individual
is characterized by means of goal directed activity in terms of which a world is
partially delineated. Lewin points out that not only can objects functioning as
goals-or "valences" as he calls them-be positive, in which case the agent is
attracted to them, but also negative, in which case they operate as entities to be
avoided. In addition, objects are utilized not as material entities, intellectually
apprehended in Cartesian space, but functionally, as tools or utensils. In the
process of moving to or away from the valences, moreover, paths or "vectors"
are traced out which are a function of direction and strength on the part of the
subject. Note however that for any given period of time valences can change in
value or indeed can move out of focus altogether, as they shift from figure to
ground, depending on the subject's needs. In this way, to the extent that such
needs and the means of attaining tbem, or avoiding negative valences, fluctuate
constantly during the normal process of experience, vectors are constantly
generated by the subject relative to changing valences. Valences and vectors
together constitute what Lewin calls a "field of force," so that the nonnal subject

14See the second of the articles mentioned in footnote 5 and that mentioned in footnote 10.
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generates a constaotly tluctuating field of force during the course of interacting
with bis or her environment. 1S

Thus instead of there heing absolute or fixed sets of coordinates as in
Cartesian space, hodological space is generated relative to each subject and is
constantly fluid. Moreover, functionally considered, the subject as embodied is
not merely an anatomical or physiological entity-and one thus possessed of
clearly delineable boundaries-but rather literally coextensive with its range of
possibilities and field of force. This is why Sartre writes:

My body ia everywherc ... (itl alwaya cxtcndaacrou thc 1001 which it utilizea ...
it ia at Ibe end of Ibe canc on which I lean . . . it ia at the end of the tclelCope which

.' showa onc the atars; it ia . . . in Ibe wholc houle, for it i. my adaption 10 these
1oola.16

This idea of what Sartre terms ·the lived body·17 not having set
boundaries, as would he the case in Cartesian terms, but rather heing
coextensive with its field of force, can now be seen to he of absolutely
fundamental importance for our purposes. Thus recall that both in the neurotic
case of the shy man who wishes that his body would disappear and in the far
more extreme one of the young girl who actually attempted to make her body
disappear, the individual is reacting under the intluence of the overwhelming
presence of an Other, whether literal or aorist. These phenomena can now
however he captured far more accurately in hodological terms if it is notOO that
heing dominated by the presence-wbich in this instance is to say the field of
force-of the Other, does not imply a literal Euclidean covering or a type of set
theoretic class inclusion. Rather, what occurs in the two cases in question is that
the values of the valences of the individuals' fields of force come to he
dominated by the alien presence of an Other, i.e., they become increasingly a
functioD of an Other's presence, so that the experiences of autonomy and
identity are both thereby undermined. The reaction to this extreme state of

l1bis material ia dilCuased by Lewin throughout the counc of his text A Dynamlc Theory 0/
Personalily: Selecled Papers (Ncw York: McOraw-Hill Book Co., 1935).

16Sartre, BN, p. 32S. (EN, p. 389.)

17See footnote S.
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affairs is then to escape the impeditive and intrusive presence of what amounts
to the look of the Other: either by wishing to become invisible, or by attempting
to blend with the landscape and thereby lose one t s distinct character as a figure,
instead becoming a facet of the undifferentiated ground. That is, in Laing's
tenns, "the defence is to Japse into astate of non-being.•18

The notion of hodological space is thus not only illuminating in and of its
own right, but in addition can be seen to work weil in tandem with the idea of
neurosis developed to this point. How weil however does this latter idea fare
when it is brought to bear on even more complex cases? In particular, when we
come to the case of Baudelaire, although psychoanalytically speaking the subject
certainly shares certain characteristics with the above two cases, one cannot help
also being struck by both the vigor and flamboyance of bis actions. That is,
Baudelaire was certainly a veritable nineteenth century antidisestablishmentarian.
The poet is thus far more complex and bifurcated in bis behavior than are the
two individuals mentioned above; assuming, that is, that their actions are in
general consistent with the vignettes that we have of them. In what follows it
will therefore be useful to look at the significance of the extremes of
Baudelaire's behavior to determine whether indeed the definition in question is
viable, and what its full significance amounts to.

Thus, as regards the characteristics shared in common with the above two
cases, Sartre quotes the poet himself as writing:

What I feel is an immense discoura,ement, a sense of unbearable isolation . . . a
complete absence of delirea, an impouibility of finding any 1011 of amusement. The
strange success of my book and Ibe hatred it aroused interested me for a abort time,
but after that I sank back into my usual mood. 19

This mood can be shown to stem from Baudelaire's sense of rejection,
which concomitantly is to say from his existing as object for the Other as

18It is important to note that when Laing talks about the neurotic attempting to "Iapse inta astate
of non-being," or Tillich of Ibis individual's "avoiding being," what is clearly meant in both cases
ia that the neurotic attempts to eschew a life in which he behavel as an active and responaible agent.
That ia, Ibe claim is not that Ibe neurotic somehow tries to annmilate himself or attain a litera) or
mystical s18te of non-being. .

19Sartre, Baudelaire, p. 37. (p. 31.)
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subject. So Sartre writes that Baudelaire was only six when bis father died. He
was always catered to by his mother and reciprocated adoringly, in fact
becoming faseinated by her. Indeed, we are told that so powerful an influence
did the mother exert that the child came to be guarded from what many others
of bis age would already have experieoced as the vicissitudes of an independent
and sometimes seemingly capricious environment. That is, Baudelaire was
sbielded from, and thereby also denied, the experience of contingency.20

Such a blissful state of security, it is noted, was however shattered when
in 1828 the mother remarried; a blow compounded by the fact that the new
stepfather was a harsh and authoritarian general. Sartre stresses time and again
how Baudelaire never recovered from the experience of this profound form of
rejection, and hence the former's portrayal of the latter's subsequent and
incessant reproach to bis mother and the world in general: -When one has a son
like me-'Iike me' was understood-one doesn't remarry. -21 Indeed, it is on
the basis of this early rejection that Sartre therefore weites of Baudelaire as an
adult:

. . . we must not relard him a. a quictilt, but ralbcr a. an infinite serics of
sponlaneous enterpriscI (which were immcdiatcly disanned by (his own] reOective
look like a sea of projects that brote the moment thcy appeared), a. a continual
waiting, a pcrpctual dc.ire to bc IOmconc clse and IOmcwhcre clse.22

Baudelaire, Sartre teils us, was thus thwarted by his own excessively
self-eritical facility, Le., by his own look. But the look in tbis instance reflects
not values independently established and fought for by the former, but rather
those of the authorities that rejected hirn. For, says Sartre, Baudelaire always
remained a rebel-refusing to transcend bis chosen role by becoming a
revolutionary23-since he was unwilling to break from the world of authority
figures and face contingency:

1DIbid., p. 18-19. (pp. 16-17.)

21/bid ., p. 20. (p. 17.)

Zllbid., p. 38. (p. 32.)

'23lbid ., p. 62 (pp. SI-52.)
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The great freedo~ whieh ereatel valuel emergel in the void, and [Baudelaire) wal
frightened of it. A sense of eontingency, unjultifiability aod lratuitoulne.. alsaill the
man who triel to bring a new reality into the world aod leavel him no relpite.24

Indeed, it is in this Iightthat Sartre writes of Baudelaire as an adult:

He was an etemal minor, a middle-aged adolescent who lived in a constant ltate of
rage and hatred, but under the vigilant and relssuring protection of othen.~

Given tbis state of affairs-and recalling the cases of the shy man and the
young girl examined earlier-it is no wonder then that under the gaze of what
amounts to bis own self but as Other-to-himself, alienated Baudelaire, as seen
above, wished to disappear. For so ovelWhelming must his look of censure have
been, that he experienced inadequacy to the point of becoming incapacitated:

I am not speaking here only of the innumerable expedient. by which he triel haltily
aod nervously to put oft' the crash, to extolt a few ha'pence from hil mother or an
advance from Ancelle, but allO of the varioul literary planl which he carried around
with him for twenty yean-plays, criticism, Mon coeur mls a nu-without ever
managing 10 finish them.26

That iSt as Sartre also notes, Baudelaire's "... basic attitude prevented
him from carrying out any lengthy undertaking. ,,27

An apparently different but in principle fundamentally similar kind of
attitude and associated behavior is also exhibited by the poet when he bimself
writes: "I would have loved to live close to a young giantess. As a voluptuous
cat at the feet of a queen. ,,28 Sartre's comment on this point shows how what
amounts to 'the masochistic element in Baudelaire's personality lets him actually

'lA/bid., pp., 61-62 (p. 51.)

25/bid., p. 80. (p. 66.)

26/bid. (/bid.)

27/bid., p. 43. (p. 36.)

28/bid., pp. 68. (p. 56.)
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revel in his subservient. object status vis-a-vis the Other as subject. 10us he
notes:

His dearelt wish wal to attract the attention of a liantell, 10 aee himaelf through her
eyellike a domeltic animal, to lead the ea'Y-loina, aenaual, perverse life of a cat, in
an ariatocratic lOCiety wherc lianll, wherc men-godl, decided on the meaning of the
univene, and on the final end of his own life for hirn, withoot his even being
consultcd. He wanted to enjoy the limited independence of a beu tU luxe, idle and
uaelesl, whose games were protected by the aerioolnel. of ill maltefl.29

We are thus confronted with two apparently discrepant sets of attitudes and
behav,iors. For. on the one hand, Baudelaire, on the basis ofbeing object for the
Other as subject. is often immured in an all pervasive mood of despondency or
discouragement. one which gives rise to Ra perpetual desire to be someone else
and somewhere else. RYet, on the other hand, there is also the Baudelaire who
luxuriates in bis subservient status. Any such differences notwithstanding, what
both these cases however share in common is the individual's absolute and
unequivocal acceptance of his status as being object for the Other as subject.

Such acceptance on the poet's part is, however, constantly offset and
countered by two contrary behavioral patterns. The first of tbese is pride. For
Baudelaire, says Sartre. is driven by a pride which makes him forever both
eulogize and hypostatize bis experience of privative subjectivity. It is in this light
that we are then told:

And [BaudelaireI will ..y to his achool fellows and the Itreet urchins who persecute
him: -I'm IOmeone else, IOmeone different from an of yoo who are responsible for
my sufTerings. You can peraecute my body, but yoo can't touch my 'othemess'. - This
assertion is bolh a claim and a geslure of defianee. He il someone else and beeause
he is someone else he ia oUl of reaeh and already almOIt revenged on his oppressors.
He prefen himself lo everyone else beeause everyone else abandons hirn. . . . It is
heroie, an aggressive ehoiee.... Il hala name and its name i. pride.30

Such pride is however obviously incompatible with Baudelaire's
masochistic acceptance of his object status, and hence we have not only a cause

29/bid., pp. 68-69. (p. 56.)

JO/bid., pp. 24-25. (p. 21.)
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for bis self-hatr~, but also an understanding of why it is that he rebels so
furiously in sporadie attempts to obviate or extirpate such a form of aeeeptanee.

This counter reaetion, however, is also fueled and motivated by something
other than mere pride. For, all his faults notwithstanding, Sartre sees in
Baudelaire a degree of "... nobility and ... greatness as a man.... "31

Beyond the fact that it gave him a "horror of drift, ..32 however, very Iittle is
directly said about wbat amounts to tbis authentie aspect of the latter's existenee.
It is thougb in this Iighttbat we must understand Sartre wben he writes:

The fonn of creation which he lauded to the lkiel wal tho oppolite of parturition. It
did not involve one in compromise . . . one mUlt not create with 100 areat an
abundance under pain of rapprochemenl with nature.... Ifhe wrote Iittle, it wa. not
on account of his impotence. Hi, poeml would have seemed leu rare to him if they
had not been the product of exceptional acta of the mind. Their lmall number like
their perfection wa. intended to underline their 8u~ematural character....33

Wbat tbe ideas of rarity and heing exeeptional thos illustrate is that in his
writing Baudelaire refused to make any eompromises. He strove for perfection,
to ereate works that were eaeh quite unique and matehless. This kind of aetivity
however lent a degree of purpose and dedication to Baudelaire's Iife qua
writer-and henee his "horror of drift"-thereby eoneomitantly involving hirn
in a type of transcendent quest. It is tbis striving for a ereative goal then wbieh
ean be said to have eonstituted the authentie element of the poet's Iife.
Baudelaire himselfpartially expresses tbis attitude in bis own terms, when in his
Int;mate Journals he decries what he sees as the lack of vitatity and purpose in
the eontemporary existenee:

The world is about to end. Its sole reason for continuance i. that it exisu.... I do
not say that [ilJ will be reduced to the clownish shift. and dilOrders of a South
American republic, or even that we sbaU perhap. return to astate of nature and roarn:
the grassy ruin. of our civilization, gun in hand, seeking our food. No; for these

31/bid., p. 169. (p. 134.)

32/bid. (/bid.)

33/bid. t p. 135. (pp. 107-108.)
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adventures would require a certain remnant of vilal energy, an echo of earlicr
ages.34

It then however also follows that this authentie element. in addition to
pride. is what helps to explain wby Baudelaire reacted so strongly against his
own acceptance of object status in 'the face of the other. The issue bere can be
weil explained in bodological terms if it is recalledthat for me to be object for
the Other as subject is to be dominated by the latter's field of force.3S To tbe
extent, however, that the Other's influence becomes increasingly stronger, an
increasingly pervasive influence is exerted on my field of force which tbus
becomes less and less unique or autonomous. IOd more a function or reflexion
of this Other. The natural limit of such process would therefore be the eventual
disappearance or implosion of my field of force. But wbat tbis then means, in
the specific case of Baudelaire, is that bis masochism or acceptance of object
status would have been countered not only by pride, but by the above-mentioned
authentie component of his personality as weil; one whicb would bave
desperately fought against the possibility of its disappearance or implosion in the
face of the threatening presence, and all-pervasive influence. of the Other.

Baudelaire's completely acting out on the basis of his masochistic
tendencies thus never occurs. For such a movement is always countered by tbe
opposing forces of pride and authenticity. If such on the one hand is however
the case, then it also follows that a movement in the opposite direction-i.e.•
one in which Baudelaire fully exercises his freedom IOd creativity by moving
beyond the sphere of influence of the Other's authority-is also never fully
realized. The reason for this is again twofold. For in the first place, such a
reaction would be countered by the above mentioned masochistic tendency. In
addition, however, a factor of pride would entert but this time as ally. For
although somewhat supportive of the move to transcendence, it is also a type of
pride which is in fact responsible for allowing the poet to maintain bis status as
arebel. Thus it will be recalled that having suffered the experience of private
subjectivity, Baudelaire neither attempted to deny nor totally accepted it. On the

34Charlcs Baudellire, Inlimale Journals, tranalated by Christopher Isherwood (Sln Franciaco:
City LightJ, 1983), pp. 45-46.

35See beginning of Ibis aection.
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contrary, he hypos~ized this bitter experience in order to be one, qua rebel,
who proudly refused to allow others to see him as an outcast. Thus Sartre says
of bis isolation that, "he embraced it with fury . . . ,,36 and that:

Abandoned and rejected, Baudelaire wanted to take up his isolation in his own tenns.
He laid claim to his solitude in order that at least it issued from himself, and that he
would not have to be subjected to it.37

As already seen, however, it is precisely by means of heing arebel and
not a revolutionary that Baudelaire was able to avoid having to face contingency
and remain within the sphere of influence of the Other as authority. Thus any
movement too strong or away from the acceptance of bis object status would
have been checked not only by masocbism but by pride as weil. For tbis served
to maintain his dependent ontological status, and so although creative, the poet
was by no means ever troly free and hence genuinely authentie. If, hodologically
speaking, Baudelaire's Iife was therefore bounded by a fear of implosion on one
end of the spectrom, it can also now he seen that it was equally bounded by a
fear of explosion or dispersion on the other. For neither masochism nor pride
would have been able to exist without the constraint of an external authority.

Thus it can he seen that the poet's Iife can in fact he weil described, by
analogy, in terms of its heing like a eonvergent sequence, oscillating and always
fixed hetween two Iimits.38 For pride and an underlying sense of authenticity
react to the possibility of implosion of self-Le., the acceptance of one's object
status-by moving in the direction of freedom and transcendence of external
authority's sanction: only then howev~r to he brought up short by masochism
and pride reacting equally as strongly to the possibility of explosion or
dispersion of this self in the face of the lack of sanctions imposed by this same
authority. Thus, total acceptance of-or abdication to-the level of object status,

36Sattre, Baudelaire, p. 20. (p. 18.)

37Ibld., p. 21. (p. 18.) Although capturing Sattre's meaning overall, Turnell's translation moves
too far from the original text.

3~is is nOl of course to suggest that Baudelail-e literally vacillatea from one moment 10 the
next, nor that counter or conflicting tendencies do not exist at one and the same time in some of his
actions.
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on the one hand, and transcending authority's boundaries, on the other, are
limits which Baudelaire approaches or veers towards, but never literally attains.
In fact, to continue with the above theme, it could be said that given bis
constantly being checked by opposing forces, in the case of the former limit
there always exists an upper lower bound beyond which Baudelaire's masochism
does not proceed; while in the case of the latter limit, there always exists a
lower upper bound beyond wbich bis still muted authenticity can never pass.

If we recall Laing's definition of neurosis, viz., "that when the risk is loss
of being, the defence is to lapse into a stale of non-being.... ," Baudelaire's
actions cao now certainly be seen to fit perfectly with this idea. For what he
fears vis-a-vis the former limit is the implosion of self, which is to say a loss
of heing; whereas in the case of the latter he fears an explosion or dispersion of
self, which again is to say a loss of being. The defense or neurotic solution, it
can thus be concluded, is to attempt to obviate this two-ended risk by always
remaining as arebel within the sphere of the authority of the Other. But such
repetitive recalcitrance, or Iifelong and stubbom adberence to a role, means that
Baudelaire effectively sets himself up to be an object for the Other as a subject.
And it is to this extent, qua role-object set between the two limits in question,
that he is able to "lapse into astate of non-being."

It should now be recalled that bad faith was earlier seen to involve an
individual's fixating on desirable aspects of a role in order thereby to avoid
having to corne to terms with the broader scope of a reality by whicb he
inchoately fears being ovelWhelmed.39 But what this then shows os about
Baudelaire, is that by choosing to fixate or become faseinated witb the role of
arebel, he precipitates himself ioto a set of neurotic conflicts and tbereby
vacillates between the limits of implosion and explosion relative to his field of
force; Le., in more traditional terms, between the limits of complete immanence
and absolute transcendence.

Moreover, although it is beyond the scope of the present article, exactly
this same analysis can be seen to apply in principle to the case of Saint Genet.
Thus for present purposes it is sufficient to note that in the same way that
Baudelaire became fixated on maintaining the role of rebel, so similarly Genet
consistentlyand neurotically reaffirmed bis role as thief:

39See beginning of Ibis article.
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An accident riveted him to a childhood memory, and this memory became
sac red. . . . Whai matlen is that Genet live. and continues to relive this period of hi.
Iife [when he was initiaUy caught and bnnded a thiet] al if it lasled ooly an
instant.40

Furthennore, on Sartre's account Genet exhibits the same tendeney and
movement toward transcendenee, on the one hand, and yet also toward
immanence, on the other. So in a passage describing the latter-one whose
counterpart we have seen mirrored precisely in Baudelaire-Sartre writes that:

The necessity of bearing advenity IUddenly nise. [Genet] to the point of pure will.
He wanLr 1o will, he wanLr 10 ael. But IUddenly he relapse. into hi. obse••ion: he
wanta to act in order to be, to stcal in order to be • thief, to do Bvil in order to be
the evildoer.41

That is, in the same way that Baudelaire, in fury, rebelliouslyapproaehes
the limit of transcendence only to pull bimselfup sbort because of countervailing
pride and masochistic tendencies, so similarly Genet-who sometimes aets in
order to perpetuate evil in and of itself-is pulled up short by eorresponding
tendeneies whieh in turn make him move towardsthe limit of complete and utter
aequiescenee to the censure and condemnation of the Other; and henee his
"relapse" into the secure "obsession" of being a thief. As might be expected,
however, such astate of affairs should lead one to expect that when Genet
moves in precisely this direction countervailing sadistic tendeneies would pull
hirn up short, so that in this fashion, a la Baudelaire, a neurotie vacillation
would result between the limits of transcendenee, on the one hand, and being,
on the other. And such indeed is precisely the case, as can be seen when Sartre
writes:

We Are ... beginning to understand the extreme complexity ofhis attitude. At times
he changes himsetf into a pure and unconditionally evil will-he then docs Evil for
Evil'. sake, in aUlOvereignty, in allgratuitousness-andat time. the presence within

4OJean-Paul Sartre, Sainl GeneI: Comedien el Marryr (paris: Editions GaUimard, 1952), p. 9.
Also Sainl GeneI: AClor and Marryr, translated by Demard Frechtman (New York: George Braziller,
1963), pp. 1-2.

41/bid ., p. 87. (/bid., p. 71.)
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hirn of hil ontolo.ical obaeuion ..inta hil will to Evil, dc.radcl it, tranafonna il into
pure play actin, and ehaOlcl hit acta into .cltUrel. Likc thc mad nccdlc of a
compat., hc oscillatet pcrpctuaUy from act to .caturc, from doilll to bcin., from
freedom to nature, without cvcr Itoppin•.42

The similarity between tbe behaviors of Baudelaire and Genet is obviously
striking. And it can hence be seen that on Sartre's account tbere indeed exists
wbat amounts to an explanatory congl11ence vis-l-vis these two figures, one
which can be understood in terms of the analysis of neurosis presented above.

Hence, to conclude, it can be noted that by using material from Laing it
has been possible 10 arrive at an explicit definition, within an existential context,
of the nature of neurosis. Concomitantly, as can be seen from the hodological
analySes given above-and counter to the intellectualism of Freud-this bas the
advantage of reflecting Sartre's dictum noted earlier according to whicb, -the
original bond with tbe Other first arises in connection with the relation between
my body and the Otber's body.· Tbe definition, moreover, is clearly able to
capture not onlythe relatively straigbtforward cases initiallyexamined but also
the far more complex ones such as that exemplified by the vacillation within
determinable limits of Baudelaire and Genet.

Califomia State University/Chico

42lbid., p. 88. (Ibid., p. 72.)
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